
Extendable Truss Booms

A lot of businesses all over the world make various lift truck attachments so as to expand the typical lift trucks capabilities. Forklift 
attachments are specifically designed devices which can expand the range of supplies which can be handled inside warehouses and at 
jobsites. Lots of of these attachments also make workplaces more effective. These attachments are an important solution for businesses 
that require transporting and manipulating things without needing to invest in specialized machinery.

Booms are a very popular forklift accessory that could transform a lift truck into a mobile crane. Frequently, this attachment is set up 
where the forklifts tines would normally go. Nearly all booms can rotate and swivel to be able to allow different motions to be 
completed by the operator. The booms could be built to different specifications and lengths, that depends on the customers 
requirement. Several are up to four meters long or twelve feet, and capable of carrying up to 1,300 kg or 3,000 lbs.

Coil lifting rams are another type of forklift attachment. They are designed in order to extend the existing forks on a lift truck or to be 
able to offer an individual lifting machine used for supplies which come in bundles with a hollow core like for instance carpet rolls. 
These attachments typically include a really strong cylinder that attaches to the front of the lift truck and lets operators raise extremely 
heavy or large coils for warehouse stacking, construction work and several different applications.

Drum grippers and Rotators are accessories that could handle big steel drums by transferring them and even turning them. Several of 
these lift truck attachments can handle many drums. These attachments come in two forms: beam drum grippers, connect to the rim of 
the drum and steel drum grippers, and grasp the drum body.

There are lots of other pallet lifting mechanisms like fork beams and slings that are designed to be able to increase the lifting capacity 
of the forklift. These can aid the operator pick up things and move them inside limited spaces when the traditional use of a forklift is 
not feasible. This broad array of lift truck attachments varies the forklifts' applications and enables it to be used in different places and 
conditions. This market helps to increase a company's effectiveness and material handling capabilities. Lots of manufacturers of these 
attachments also design custom pieces ranging from trailer movers to construction scaffold lifters. All accessories are devoted to 
increasing efficiency and ability on the standard forklift. 


